A model is built by VORSIM from
this Model Builder control screen
that loads when the VORSIM
desktop icon is clicked. One starts
by defining a new model and
creating a model definition
workbook. When the latter
workbook is complete, then data
and equation workbooks are
created. Data is entered in the data
workbook and equations are
created in equation workbook.
Then from the first sheet of the
equation workbook, the stand-alone
model workbook itself is created.
When the model workbook is
loaded, the model can be
configured for solution and solved.
Control buttons for various model
operations are added as the
workbooks are created.

Steps in building a model in Excel With
VORSIM 15 using buttons on the Model
Builder control screen
Design model by defining problem to be examined, determining data availability, designing model
structure, and selecting a closure method. This paper and pencil exercise is the most important part
of the model building effort using VORSIM or any other modeling software. Thinking required!
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VORSIM 15 requires Office Excel 2013 or later versions
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VORSIM uses the structure of the Excel spreadsheet for building a model. Information is kept in Excel
Workbooks containing Sheets which in turn, can be subdivided into Categories.
An Excel model consists of equations made of variables using
Sheet 3 – S3
Excel math notation. In Excel, numbers and equation variables
Sheet 2 – S2
are located in Sheet cells referenced by row and column – e.g.
Sheet 1 –S1
B3 or AX241. Because a model with many variables and
numbers can be spread out in a workbook, VORSIM provides a
way of naming variables consistent with Workbook structure
Sheet 1 - Category 1 – C1
and a way of setting the cell location of each and every variable
in a model. With VORSIM, when a model is built so you know
Sheet 1 - Category 2 – C2
where variables and equations are located.
VORSIM model variables are created by concatenating variable codes with codes for Sheets and
Categories. An example might be a variable code inc for income joined with a Sheet code to form
a variable S1inc – income for the part of the model residing on Sheet 1. A two digit variable code
qs for quantity C1 sold would be used in the variable name S2qsC1 – the quantity sold in Sheet 2
of the Category 1 product. A simple but flexible set of rules is enforced which creates readable
variable names , sets locations for all variables, and maintains a model which follows the
structure of an Excel Workbook. Procedures in VORSIM make sure the rules are followed in code
entry forms using your designated codes and model structure.

When planning a model,
information for this form must
be selected. When creating a
model, this form must be filled
out. As code information for a
model is entered on this form,
VORSIM rules are enforced so
that everything in later model
building steps will work. As us
true with all VORSIM forms,
explanations appear on the
forms and numbers often
specify the order of tasks on the
forms. The final step creates
the model definition workbook
and closes this form.
Documentation of codes and
the final selection of model
variables takes place in the
model definition workbook.

Here, information
needed to create the
model DEMO has been
added to the model
creation form. Model
workbooks are usually
stored in a folder with
the model name on the
VMOD directory. So, for
example, the location of
the DEMO files would
be C:\VMOD\DEMO in
this example. The
sheet, variable, and
category codes follow
the selected structure
and type of equations
for the model. Two digit
variable codes allow
similar equations to be
written for categories.

Here is the Definition sheet of the
model definition workbook that was
created. Descriptions have been
manually added to the codes. Excel
format codes are added to variable
codes. For example, any cell with
variable using the pw code will appear
numerically with 2 places after the
decimal point, e.g. 45.00. Also, the
maximum number of lags for a
variable in equations is set. The
documentation shown is minimal but
adequate. As long as key model cells
(here in column A-C) are not
disturbed, documentation can be
entered anywhere in workbooks.
Workbooks can be backed up as
needed so that information is not lost
if a workbook is damaged. The second
sheet of this workbook contains a
“map” of all the model variables.

This is the master variable “map” for the model
DEMO. Sheet codes are at the top and a
concatenation of variable and category codes
are in the left column. The combination yields
the variable name in the white cells. Where
variables are not needed, cells are left blank.
For example, cell B3 contains the variable
NRfpBL. Two digit variable codes create allow
the creation of variables for each category
while other variable codes create one variable
for each sheet (e.g. NRnew). This map sets the
location of variables (formulas or data) in the
model workbook. Lagged variable names are
created where they are needed. Button 1 at
the top of the sheet creates the variable names
from cells initially containing the number 1 (but
not for blank cells). So decisions are made here
about which variables to include in the model
DEMO. Once variables have been selected,
buttons 2and 3 create the model Data and
Equation Workbooks.

This is the data sheet for WR (western region) in the Data Workbook. There is a workbook sheet for each sheet
code. Historical data is on the left, base period (2010) data in the middle yellow cells, and exogenous (white
cells) or projected (blue cells) are on the right. DEMO is a time series model starting in the base period 2010 and
simulating out to 2020. Data is entered manually or programmatically and the data workbook can be backed up
at any time so that data entry efforts do not have to be repeated if the data workbook is corrupted. Data for the
base period is used to initialize the model’s constant terms making the model reproduce the base period data.
Exogenous data from this workbook is used to simulate the model into the future. Note that if the model were
static (one time period), the data workbook would only contain one column of base period data per sheet.

Buttons for model operations are placed at
the top of each model equation sheet.

Equations actually used in the model replace
variable names with their cell location (for
efficiency purposes) and they can be seen below.

Equations are built and stored in matrix form
where rows represent variables for
categories and columns represent equation
terms. Term coefficients in the matrix cells
replace the # symbol when the equation is
written (using the button at the top). Rewriting the equation when coefficients are
changed is a simple matter of using the
button at the top again. Equation terms with
no numerical coefficients have –’s in the cells
if the term is to be included.
The equations written for model variables
are shown at the bottom of the sheet. They
begin with constant terms calculated so the
equation reproduces variable base data.
They include model variable names related
by Excel math notation. These are the
documentation of model equations.

The first sheet of the equation workbook repeats the
variable map from the definition workbook. Buttons 1
and 2 at the top are used to create model workbooks
(the model workbook, exogenous data workbook) and
to put the equations from this workbook into the
model. Also, an alternative model can be created,
(normally leaving out selected equations). The last
sheet in this workbook (Basedata) contains the base
data that is needed to initialize equations. The func list
at the bottom lists all of the Excel math functions that
can be used in VORSIM built Excel equations.
VORSIM is set up so that complex operations can be
easily repeated. For example, if equation parameters
are changed on sheets in this workbook, equations can
be quickly re-written on the equation sheets and the
model re-created from this sheet.

The model workbook contains sheets for lagged data, the model
equations and exogenous data for the base period, parameters for
the model solver, and a sheet showing the status of a current
solution. Buttons 1-4 initiate programs to set up the model for
solution while an alternative option allows the use of a previous
configuration. Other buttons at the top of the sheet initiate the
solution programs to solve the model, save the current solution,
and change exogenous data to simulate alternative solutions. Once
a model is configured for solution, the configuration buttons are
removed and the model can be simulated and solutions saved
repeatedly .

This is the model sheet after the model DEMO has been created. Yellow cells contain equations; white cells data.

Once a solution has been saved, the
model is reset to original conditions and
exogenous variables can be changed to
generate more scenarios.
Once solutions have been saved, there
are many ways to examine them visually
using programs available in the Solution
Manager and Report Writer screens.
Naming conventions for solutions are
simple. VORSIM generally tries to keep
everything simple for fast computing.
VORSIM provides helpful diagnostics for equation syntax
problems and model solution problems as well as
routines to help understand and explain solution results.

This is the model
sheet after
configuration. The
configuration buttons
have been removed.
The green cells
contain the variables
changed by the solver
to target the red
variables and the
blue target variable.
The cell location of
these cells appear
below the model
cells. At this point,
the model can be
simulated with the
[Solve DEMO model]
button at the top. A
VORSIM-built model
is created as a standalone workbook.

